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ISOGENIES OF FORMAL GROUPS 
BY 
FRANS OORT 
(Communicated by Prof. J. P. MURRE at the meeting of February 22, 1975) 
Let k be a field of characteristic p, let G .be a formal group (or a 
p-divisable group, or a commutative group scheme) over k. We define 
a(G) : = dim, Horn (+, G @ E), 
and we like to know which values a(Gi) can have for a formal group 
GI N G (i.e. Gi isogenous with G). We show that a(Gi) 2 1 can be realized 
over E, or by taking generic quotients. This last result is one of the 
technical details used by Mumford in his proof (unpublished) of liftability 
of abelian varieties to characteristic zero. 
SOME NOTATIONS 
We consider commutative group schemes, and all schemes will be over 
a field of characteristic p. The proofs are concerned with finite group 
schemes and formal groups of local-local type (in the sense of [3], 1.2). 
If G is a formal group over an algebraically closed field, we denote by 
A(G) or by AC the subgroup scheme of G generated by all images ap + G; 
thus, if a(G) =a, then AG s (~,)a. We shall use freely notations and 
results from the basic paper [2] by MANIN. We denote by JV~,, the 
category of finite commutative L-group schemes of rank power of p, and 
by Ind (Jtrp,e) we denote the category of inductive systems in it. We 
write BT group (Barsotti-Tate group) instead of p-divisable group. 
1. The minimum of a( -) 
THEOREM (1.1). Let F be a BT group over a field k. Then there exists 
an isogeny F --f F’ over a finite extension of k such that a(F’) < 1. 
For the proof we may assume k to be algebraically closed, and F 
(and F’) purely of local-local type. Up to isogeny over k=& any BT 
group is a direct sum of isosimple groups, and we assume F to be isomorphic 
over k with a direct sum of isosimple groups. These summands all can 
be taken of the form Gn,m, n> 0, m > 0, (n, m) = 1 (in the notation of [2], 
11.4, page 35). 
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LEMMA (1.2). All endomorphisms of G Iz,nz are defined over the finite 
field F(pn+m). Let G and H be BT groups over a field k ; the group 
Homk (H, G) is a finitely generated &-module. 
PROOF: The first statement follows from [2], Lemma 3.7 on page 46. 
Over an algebraic closure of k one can choose isogenies 
@Ht-+H and G--S@Gj 
where Hi and 0, are of type G,,,. This yields an injective homomorphism 
Homk (H, G) --f HomE (0 HZ, @ Gf). 
Let W = W,(F(pa+“)), and z&’ : = W[[.B’, I’]] the ring used for the Dieudonne- 
module theory. Then the Dieudonne module of G,,, is 
M n,m = d/d(Fm - P) 
(cf. [2], p. 35), and by the first result of this lemma we conclude 
En& (G,,d =Endd (Mlz,m) c Mm,,. 
Thus Homk (Hi, Gj) is finitely generated over Z,, hence the same holds 
for Homk (H, G), which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA (1.3). Let G and H be BT groups over k = I. Assume a(G) = 
= 1 =a(H), and suppose H is isosimple. Then there exists a finite k-sub- 
group scheme N C G @ H such that 
a(G @H/N)= 1. 
PROOF: Choose isomorphisms 
f:a,=z+A(G)CG, g:n,zA(H)CH. 
Then we obtain 
di: Homk (H, G) -+ Homk (+, aP) s k, 
@(yl):=f-1.p.g. 
From the previous lemma we deduce that the image of @ is jinite ; we fix 
(i.e. there does not exist q~ E Homh (H, G) such that Q(p)=/--liiia-ig). 
Assume the lemma is false, i.e. for any finite M C G @ H, 
a(G @ H/M) > 2. 
We then construct inductively {Nt),:,, with NZ C Ni+i C G @ H such that 
a(Nz)= 1 for all i, and 
Im (a,=A(Nt) ‘& Nt C+ G @ H)=Im (E: alp + G @ H). 
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This we achieve as follows : take Ni : = l( No) ; assume Nd constructed, i > 1, 
and construct Ni+i as follows: 
-G @ H/Ni -+O; 
by assumption a(G @ H/Nt) > 2 ; note that a(G @ H)=2, and a(Nt) = I, 
thus 
Horn h G @ H) -+ Horn tap, G @ H/Ni) 
is not surjective ; choose h E Horn (olP, G @ H/Ni) outside the image and 
construct 
N. -I z+1: = 7L m%J)). 
If a(Ng+l) would be bigger than one, there would exist aP -+ Ng+l not 
factoring through Ni C Nz+i, a contradiction with the fact that 
does not lift to G @ H; hence a(N(+i)= 1; clearly A(Nf) =A(Nf+l), and 
the sequence {Nz),“_, with the required properties is constructed. Because 
(il: c+ -+ G) + 0, we know Nt n G= 0, thus pg is injective: 
proj. 
Let 
Q:=igNtCG@H, p:Q-+H 
(union taken in Ind(M,)). We conclude that p : Q=$ H: by the classi- 
fication theorem the object Q is isogenous with a direct sum of isosimple 
factors, at least one of these factors must be non-zero, because Q is not 
finite, thus there exists a non-zero BT group Q’ and an isogeny 
Q’+QCH; 
because H is isosimple this implies Im (Q’ -+ H) = H, hence Q z H. 
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Thus & is the graph of a morphism: 
and 
a contradiction; this proves the lemma. 
REMARK (1.4). T. Oda suggested to me the following alternative proof 
of (1.3). Assume H=G,,,. Let M, Mn,nz, respectively k be the Dieudonne 
modules of G, H, respectively olP. We choose [ E Extld (M, M,,,), 
(8 0 --f Mwn -+N+M-+O 
such that if 
a: M,,, - k, then O’#a,(t) E ExtL (M, k). 
This is possible, because a resolution 
yields 
o+d-+d+M+O 
Horn (d, M,,,) -+ Extl (M, Mn,nz) 
0 # Horn (&‘, k) c- -+ Extl (M, k). 
The extension E yields an exact sequence 
O-+Hom(M,k)z Horn (N, k) -+ Horn (MB+, k) L Extl (M, k); 
because 
dimk (Horn (Mn,m, k)) = 1, 
and 6# 0, we conclude 8 to be injective, and hence Horn (N, k) = k. 
COROLLARY (1.5). Let k be an algebraically closed field, and G a BT 
group over le. Assume G is isogenous with 
we write 
H= 0 G,,mi; 
i 
n:= zmin(ni,m). 
Then 
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a(G) <tn. 
Suppose conversely given H, and an integer m with 1 <rn <n ; then there 
exists a BT group G isogenous with H such that a(G)=m. 
PROOF. If HI is a p-divisable group, we write 
max a(H1) : = max (a(G)), 
the maximum taken over all G isogenous with HI. First we note that 
(1) max a(H1 @I HZ) < max a(Hi) + max a(H2). 
This is seen as follows ; suppose G - HI @ Hz ; we construct a commutative 
exact diagram 
with Gi - HI, and Gs N Hz. The statement (1) follows, because 
Next we note 
a(G) G a(G) + a(&,). 
(2) max a(G,,m)=min (n, m). 
This can be seen as follows. The Dieudonne module of G,,, equals 
M=M,,,= d/d(Sm - Vm). 
Let b =min (n, m). Consider the A-submodule N C M generated by 
$‘b-1.7, . . . . $'b-ivi-l.i, . . . . vb-l.i. 
Clearly the BT group Gi, with Dieudonne module N, has a(Gi)= b, thus 
max a(G,,,) > b. N ow suppose n = min (n, m) ; Let N C M be an d-sub- 
module such that 
mutative diagram 
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Q : = M/N has finite length. Consider the exact com- 
0 
4 
O-K 
0 -a N’ -M’-----+ Q’ --f 0 
Fr “$ P 
O+N-M -+Q+O 
4 4 4 
NIFN -+ M/FM -+ Q/F& --f 0 
of zzZ-modules, where M’: = M @W (W, a) as usual. Because the length 
of K and of Q/FQ are equal, the snake lemma implies: 
dimk (N/FN) = dim (M/FM) =n. 
Thus for the BT group Gi with Dieudonne module N we have 
u(Gi) = dimk (N/FN + VN) Q dimk (N/FN) = n. 
If m = min (n, m), consider I’ : M L M’, construct a diagram analogous 
with the above one, and use M’/VM’ s M/VM, etc. (Alternative argu- 
ment : (G,,,)t z G m,n, and for any G we have a(G)=a(Gt).) The facts (1) 
and (2) prove the first statement of the corollary. 
Suppose H is given as above, and choose F N H with a(F) =n (this 
is possible by the first half of the proof). By Theorem (1.1) there exists 
an isogeny F + P’ with a(F’) = 1. We construct a sequence 
F=Fo --f FI --f . . . -+ Ft=F’ 
with Ker (Ft -+ F~+I) E ap, 0 <i < t. From F~+I G FJolp we obtain the 
exact sequence 
0 -+ Horn (olr, aP) + Horn (OIL, Fj) + Horn (OIL, Fi+l), 
hence 
a(F~+l) >a(Fd - 1. 
Because 
a(Ft)=lgmcn=a(Fo) 
there exists an index j such that a(Fj) =m, and the corollary is proved. 
REMARK: The first half of the corollary was conjectured in [3], 15.8, 
and proved by M. POLETTI, cf. [4]. 
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2. Generic quotients 
Let G be a BT group over a field le; assume G is purely of local-local 
type or assume Ic is algebraically closed; let a(G) > 1. Let T be the tangent 
space to AG, thus T is an afEne space of dimension a over k. By the 
classification of groups of height < 1 with the help of p-Lie algebras, 
cf. [l], 11.7.4.3, we can identify the set of lines in T @ K with the set 
of K-subgroup schemes oip C G, i.e. 
Pa-l(K) g Grass (A1 CT)(K) e (aP C G). 
Let K: = k(P”-l), let 6 be the generic point of Pa-l, corresponding to 
an embedding defined over K. The field K and the quotient 
are unique up to isomorphism once G and k are given; we say that Gl 
is the generic quotient of G. The following result can be found in private 
notes of D. Mumford, we present here a proof of it: 
THEOREM (2.1). (Mumford). Let G be a BT group over a field k; 
assume k is algebraically closed. Let 
G=G,, -+ G1 +- Gz -+ . . . -+ G, --f G$,l + . . . 
be the sequence of generic quotients. Then there exists an index s> 0 
such that 
a(Q) Q 1. 
PROOF. Let Ko =E, and denote by K $+I an algebraic closure of Ki(&), 
where 
h: ED + Gi, G+l= Gi/&(ap), 
is the generic point of Pa-1 z { ocp C Gi>, a= a(Gi), over le. Denote by iVi 
the kernel of (0 -+ . . . -+ G,); this is a group scheme of rank pi contained 
in G (if a(G) > 1; if a(G) = 0 the theorem is trivially true, so henceforth 
exclude this case). Let 
Q:= “uKi, &:= i=Jh$CG. 
i=O i-0 
We choose an isogeny (over k= Ko) 
26 Indagationes 
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where each of the Hj is of type G!n,nz; let 
-1 
n Q=:Q’+@H,=:G’ 
4 b 
Q---+ G. 
We apply Dieudonne-module theory to Q’ over Q. Note that Q’ C G’, 
thus the Dieudonne-module A&’ is finitely generated, being a quotient 
of &G’; thus there exists P C Q’, a subobject in Ind (Jlrr), such that P 
is a BT group, and Q’/P finite. Choose an Q-isogeny 
with each Ph of type G,,,. Consider 
f:=(P’= @Ph+PCQ’CG’= OH,); 
from Lemma (1.2) we deduce that f is defined over a finite field ko; thus 
P is defined over the same field, because P= Im (f) C G’. We now show: 
there exists a field L, with lc = Ko C L C S, with L finitely generated over 
k, such that Q C G is defined over L (i.e. the subobject Q of G is already 
a subobject in the category Ind (JlrP,~)) ; this is proved as follows : consider 
&l/P= : M c, G’IP; 
the finite group scheme M is defined over a finitely generated extension 
ki of Ice, thus Q’ is defined over Icr ; moreover n: : G’ -+ G is defined over k, 
and n(Q’) = Q, thus Q C G is defined over the compositum L of ki and le. 
Now we choose an index t so that 
we write F: = GINt = Gt, and Ft = G t+l, i.e. the sequence F = PO + FI + . . . 
is the sequence of generic quotient,s starting from F. We now show: 
if a(Fi) > 1 for all i > 0, then AF $ Q/Nt. This can be proved as follows: 
choose some 
f:csxp+F,f(csp)==:iVCF, f#O, 
defined over L ; let ni : F + Fs be the quotient mapping and assume 
(induction hypothesis) that zt(N) # 0 for some i>O; 
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if u(.B’t) > 2, the generic map 5: olP + AFi C Ft has an image which is 
different from ni(N), thus ~i+r(N) f 0. This proves N $ (Nt+JNt) for all i, 
thus N $ Q/N,. 
Now we conclude the proof of the theorem: because Q is defined over 
L, and L C Kt, we know that 
(Q/Nt) n AGt 
is defined over Kt. If a(Gte) would be bigger than one for all i > 0, then 
this intersection would be different from AGt as we have seen above; 
because 
tt: ap -+ Gt 
is generic over Kt, this would imply 
thus Nt+i $ Q = UT+, Nj, a contradiction. This proves there exists an 
index i with a(Gt+i) = 1, and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY (2.2). Let Q C G be as above; then Q equals the local- 
local part of G. 
PROOF. Let M be a local-local finite subgroup scheme of G; suppose 
M’ C M and M’ #l&l implies M’ C Q (i.e. we apply induction on plog 
rank M). Choose M’ CM such that M/M’ s olP, and take an index u 
so that M’ C N,; apply the theorem to the case B: =GIN,=G!,, 
then there exists an index v such that a(Fv) = 1, thus the composite map 
alp = M/M’ + F’v -+ Fvf, 
is zero, because AF,,= 5(01~) =Ker (F, + F,+I); thus M C Q, and the 
corollary is proved. 
From the theorem we deduce another proof of Theorem (1.1): we 
assume le= L and F purely of local-local type; we write F = Fo, k = lc,~, 
and we construct inductively schemes St, BT groups Fi + Si, morphisms 
S. t+l -+ SZ and quotients 
-Ft x Si+r+-Fi+l 
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for i=o, 1, . ..) as follows: we assume inductively that u(I’~,~) is constant 
for all geometric points s of St. Then AFi -+ Si exists, it is a finite flat 
group scheme over St, which locally is isomorphic with (~)a, a=~(#‘~,,). 
Then we construct A$+~ as the Pa-l-bundle over St defined by the vector 
bundle of tangent vectors to AFi ; over I!$+~ we have the BT group 
F4 x S&, and a finite flat group scheme N C Ft x A$+~, which locally is 
isomorphic with 01~. The number a(B’~,,,/N,) is upper semi-continuous, thus 
contstant on a non-empty open set &+I C LS’~+~ ; we define F,+r = (FJN)I&+r. 
Clearly these schemes 157, are irreducible, the generic fibre of B’f -+ AS’, is 
exactly the i-th generic quotient of F = Fo; by Theorem (2.1) there exists 
an index i such that CX(F~,~) = 1. The scheme Si is of finite type over k, 
thus there exists a i&point s E &(lc), and F’ : = Fi,, is the BT group we 
are looking for, which yields a second proof of Theorem (1.1). 
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